
The Libertarian Party is America and Indiana's third larg-

est political party founded in 1971 as an alternative to the 

two main political parties. Our vision is for a world in 

which all individuals can freely exercise the natural right 

of sole dominion over their own lives, liberty, and prop-

erty by building a political party that elects Libertarians 

to public office, and moving public policy in a libertarian 

direction. In accordance with the Libertarian Pledge we 

do not believe in or advocate the initiation of force as a 

means of achieving political or social goals.  

Our Principles: 

 That all people possess certain unalienable natural 

rights, and that among these are rights to life, liberty, 

justly acquired property, and self-governance. 

 

 That the only moral basis of government is the pres-

ervation and protection of unalienable natural rights. 

 

 That no person or institution, public or private, has 

the right to initiate the use of physical force or fraud 

against another person, and that all people are bound, 

without contract, to abstain from infringing upon the 

natural rights of other people. 

 

 That all people are entitled to choose their own life-

styles, as long as they do not forcibly impose their 

values on others. 

 

 That the voluntary and unrestricted exchange of 

goods and services is fundamental to a peaceful and 

harmonious society. 
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Where We Stand: 
 

 School choice —  Parents and the local community 

are the final authority on educational standards. 

Money should always follow the student. 

 

 We will work for a true free market economy, 

which is self regulating. 

 

 State Sovereignty — The Tenth Amendment should 

be obeyed. The Bill of Rights are not polite sugges-

tions. Citizens can monitor and control their govern-

ment far easier at a local level. 

 

 Property Tax Repeal/Reform — The LPIN pro-

posed a sensible alternative for moving Indiana 

away from unconstitutional taxes. We want a fair 

tax system for farmers, small business owners, and 

home owners alike. The eventual goal for most in 

the party is the elimination of the tax. 

 Support for Small Business — We believe that 

small business owners should have the freedom to 

operate their businesses as they see necessary with 

little interference from government unless fraud or 

force is used. Excessive taxation, restrictive busi-

ness licensing and expensive permitting should be 

examined and minimized. Our laws should protect 

entrepreneurs and pave a way for a thriving private 

economy free from corporate welfare and transfer-

ence of tax dollars from one business interest to 

another. 

 Electoral Reform — The LPIN insists in true elec-

tion reform and the administration of fair elections. 

Free speech should not be hindered by overreaching 

campaign finance laws. Every vote should count 

and we should count every vote. We must provide a 

verifiable paper audit trail with each election. We 

cannot accept paperless, electronic voting equip-

ment. We cannot accept Gerrymandered districts 

any longer. 

 Defense of Private Property  — Be it opposition to 

eminent domain and forced annexation or defending 

the rights of restaurant owners to offer a smoking 

section, the LPIN fervently defends the property 

rights of individuals and corporations alike. 
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